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Project Intent & Scope

Intent: To recruit and retain top talent by ensuring all 
employees at the Town of Snowmass Village are paid 
competitively to market while maintaining internal equity 
and providing for career progression

Scope: Provide recommendations to update the Town’s Pay 
Structure based on current, statistically valid market data 
from a defined market area that is representative of the 
Town’s labor market, including a review of benefit offerings  
to ensure total compensation is competitive
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Project Deliverables
 Review and analyze current wage structure and classification system

 Review the market the Town uses to establish market and recommend 
adjustments, if necessary 

 Analyze existing wage survey data collected from relevant, 
statistically valid market studies to determine a market average for 
each position

 Recommend revisions to the Town’s pay structures based on that 
analysis, including placement of each position within those structures

 Provide analysis and recommendation for implementation, internal 
equity, pay compression and ongoing maintenance and communication

 Provide a benefit plan comparison along with recommendations for 
competitiveness

 Provide comprehensive final report
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Definition of Market
Cities and Towns Counties

Aspen Frisco Eagle

Avon Glenwood Springs Pitkin

Berthoud Grand Junction Routt

Breckenridge Mountain Village Summit

Blackhawk Silverthorne

Carbondale Steamboat Springs

Crested Butte Telluride

Cripple Creek Vail

Durango Winter Park

Estes Park

*Highlighted municipalities were eliminated for 2022 based on 
size and the uncompetitive nature of their pay structures; 

other industry specific data sources were used including RAFTA 
for Transportation and DMO survey data for Tourism05-02-22 TC Packet 109 of 149



Process & Methodology

Data Collection

 From the surveys, we pulled actual wages being paid to 
employees doing similar work for each position – rather 
than just pay ranges

 We scrubbed the results to ensure valid data and made 
adjustments to the survey data to account for uniqueness 
in some roles at the Town

 Matched as many of the Town’s positions as possible to 
external data sources to determine a market average for 
each
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Process & Methodology
Pay Structure Update:

 Recommend market adjustments for each of the four Pay Scales

 May recommend some positions be moved from one Pay Grade (or Pay 
Family) to another based on market results or internal equity

 Prepare and provide updated Pay Scales

Benefits Review:

 Compare Town benefits to municipal market

 Recommend adjustments where less than competitive

Project conclusion:

 Prepare written report summarizing project scope, process, findings and 
recommendations

 Discuss report with Senior Staff and present to Town Council
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Pay Structure Recommendations
 After pulling updated market data for all positions and comparing 

current market rates to the Town’s current range midpoints, we are 
recommending a 6% increase to all 4 Town pay structures:

 Labor Trades

 Professional

 Support

 Public Safety

 In addition to this structure increase, we are also recommending 
upgrades to 46 different positions, some with multiple incumbents, to 
reflect several positions that have moved greater than the 6% 
structure increase.

 The following graphs will show that with this 6% structure increase 
and the upgraded positions, the Town’s pay grades will be 
competitively aligned to market across all pay families.  
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Graphs by Pay Family

This graph shows that range midpoints and the 2022 Market Averages are 
aligned and slightly above market, particularly in the higher more skilled 
positions.  We feel this is critical to remain competitive in our current labor 
market.
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Graphs by Pay Family

This graph shows that new range midpoints and the 2022 Market Averages 
are well aligned.  Current pay rates are well aligned to midpoints but tenure 
of many employees in this pay family suggests they should be higher in their 
pay range.
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Graphs by Pay Family
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This graph shows that new range midpoints and the 2022 Market Averages 
are well aligned.  Current pay rates are low and pay increases are needed to 
align to market. 
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Graphs by Pay Family

This graph shows that new range midpoints and the 2022 Market Averages 
are aligned in the lower pay grades and that range midpoints are below 
market average in the top pay grades.  The Town has very little turnover 
with longer tenured Officers and the adjustments we’ve made are already 
driving significant pay increases (15%-25%).  We can continue to move them 
up if we see that is necessary.
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Implementation & Financial Impact
We are recommending a full implementation of these revised pay 
structures.  This means:

 All employees will receive a 2022 merit increase of 5% to recognize their 
service for the last year

 Following that increase, all positions will be moved onto the new pay 
structures that include the 6% range adjustments and position upgrades

 Employee pay will be further adjusted so that each employee’s pay rate is 
in the same relative position in their new pay range as they were in their 
previous range, using a “compa-ratio” comparison; minimum pay raise 
will be $3 per hour

 This ensures that not just pay ranges but actual employee pay is aligned 
to market

Estimated Financial Impact - $1,563,195
 Cost of 5% increase: $475,903

 Cost of full implementation:     $1,087,292
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Benefits Review Process

 Reviewed benefit plans including health plan costs, 
retirement plan contributions and paid time off (used 
data from Employers Council and custom survey data)

 Provided comparison of each to available market data 
along with recommendations

 Only recommended change is to add 1-2 additional 
Holidays; Town provides 9, survey data shows average 
among municipal employers in Colorado is 11
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Market Update Summary

 The Town’s pay structures are well organized and have been well 
maintained structurally; They need to be increased based on the 
current labor market conditions

 The Town’s actual pay rates for employees also need to be adjusted, 
to reflect the labor market and employees’ tenure and experience in 
their positions; adjustments over the last couple of years have not 
kept pace

 Benefit plans are well aligned to market with the exception of number 
of Holidays

 With the unprecedented level of inflation, we would recommend a 
market update annually (last one before this was in 2019) to maintain 
competitiveness
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The Case for Implementation

 In this labor market and inflationary time, the Town is going to be forced 
to incur much of this cost whether you fully implement these changes or 
not

 Turnover is very costly when you include recruiting and hiring costs, 
training, certifications, the cost of rework when mistakes are made, 
overtime, etc..

 Additionally, when you hire new employees to replace those that leave, 
the Town will have to pay market rates for those employees which makes 
compression even worse for existing employees and will require pay 
increases
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Questions?
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